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Waterlogged Worlds
he water slowly seeps up over the top of your shoes. It smells like
rotten eggs. Suddenly, a flock of ducks flies up out of the reeds. As you
watch them disappear over the trees, a dragonfly zips past your head.
What do these clues tell you? You are in a wetland!
New Hampshire has many kinds of freshwater wetlands. You might
be in a red maple swamp, a vernal pool, a cattail marsh, a sedge meadow
or a bog.
Wetlands are places where your feet get wet if you don’t wear boots.
They have waterlogged soils and may be covered by shallow water for all
or part of the year. Plants and animals found there are adapted
to living in a watery environment.
Why are wetlands wet? The reasons vary. Most
wetlands are in low-lying areas where rain and runoff help keep them soaking wet. In some places, wetlands are there because the groundwater is at or near
the surface. In other areas, wetlands stay wet because they are next to rivers or other bodies of water
that overflow their banks. Along the coast, the tides
create a special kind of wetland called a salt marsh.
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Wetlands are full of life. Look for wading birds like the
great blue heron (left) and water plants like the pickerel
weed (right and below).
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Can you see why this wetland plant (above left) is called
a “cattail?” A wide variety of creatures make their home
in wetlands, including the wood duck (left) and bullfrog,
(below). Red maple swamps (above) are easy to find in the
fall, as they often are the first splashes of bright crimson
color in the landscape.
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etlands serve as flood “busters,” absorbing large volumes of water
like a sponge. They act like giant shallow bowls – the water loses
its speed as it spreads out in them. Wetland vegetation also helps to
slow down fast-moving water and trap silt (small particles
of soil) that could clog aquatic animals’ gills and bury
their eggs.
Wetlands help protect our water supplies by filtering out
pollutants and other impurities. The plants found in wetlands can
absorb excess nutrients like nitrogen and phosphorous. Some
of the nitrogen is returned to the air, but most is buried in the
sediments and used by the plants later.
Acre for acre, there’s more life in a healthy wetland
than in almost any other kind of habitat on earth.
Wetlands can support huge numbers of insects, fish,
birds, reptiles, amphibians and
other animals.
Many species of wildlife
use wetlands as a nursery. That’s
because a lot of food and excellent
shelter is found in the shallow water
and grasses of the wetland. Young
fish, frogs and other creatures spend
their earliest days in wetlands before
moving on to open waters.
If you visit a wetland in fall or
spring, chances are you will see many kinds
of birds. They stop at wetlands on their way
to their summer or winter homes. Here they
rest and eat before continuing their journey.
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Bogs are unique wetlands found in the colder regions of the
earth. They are formed in wet areas where little water flows in
or out. Bog water is dark and as acidic as orange juice. Bogs
contain a huge buildup of “peat” – rich organic material made
up of partially decayed plant materials. As the plants die, their leaves,
stems, roots and other parts fall into the water. Over time, this acidrich material is compressed, forming layers of peat. The high acidity
of the peat, the cold year-round temperatures and the limited oxygen
supply caused by poor water circulation discourage bacteria and other
decomposers from breaking down plant materials.
Many bogs in
North America began forming 10,000
years ago as the glaciers retreated. “Kettle
hole” bogs formed when
huge blocks of ice that
had been buried under-
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Philbrick - Crecenti Bog in New London is a great example of a “quaking” bog.

Sphagnum moss grows from the edge of the bog in tangled mats strong
enough to support trees and shrubs. If you walk on this mat, you can feel
it bounce with every step.
sphagnum moss

white-throated sparrow

four-toed salamander
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ground melted, leaving a depression.
Other bogs formed when shallow
basins left by the retreating ice filled
with rainwater.
A strange mix of plants thrive in
the bog. Cranberries and blueberries
from the arctic tundra grow next to
orchids and insect-eating plants from
the tropical rain forest. Carnivorous
plants, like pitcher plants and sundew,
get nitrogen from insects that they
can’t get from the nutrient-poor bog.
The sticky red hairs of the small sundew hold, then fold over an
insect’s body and slowly digest it. Insects slide down the slippery hairs of the pitcher plant into a cup filled with rain water
and digestive juices. Look for four-toed salamanders, watch for
insects, listen for birds like common yellowthroats, palm warblers, Swainson’s thrush, white throated and swamp sparrows.
Few mammals frequent
the bog, but you might see
evidence of masked shrews,
red-backed voles, snowshoe
hares, deer and moose. One
of the rodents found in
sphagnum bogs is the south
bog lemming, the smallest
mammal in New Hampshire.
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A damselfly’s eyes are small and widely
separated, protruding from the
sides of the head.
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A dragonfly’s eyes are huge, covering
the top of the head and wrapping
down around the sides

Nymphs spend two to four years in
the water before surfacing. They then molt
(shed their casings). When their wings dry,
they start their adult flying lives. Adults
live from several weeks to months. They
lay their eggs on plant stems, starting the
life cycle all over again. As adults, they are
insect-eating machines, catching and feasting on mosquitoes, butterflies, insects and
other dragon- and damselflies as they fly.
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t’s easy to notice these large insects, zipping over
wetlands, streams and ponds all summer long,
making zigzag patterns while skimming over the
water. Dragonflies and damselflies belong to the
order Odonata. They have prominent biting mouthparts and are great predators of flying insects. Don’t
worry – they don’t bite or sting people.
Can you tell the difference between a dragonfly
and a damselfly? Dragonflies have large
bodies with round heads. Big eyes cover
the top and side of their head. Their forewings and hind wings are held straight
out to the sides while resting.
Damselflies have smaller bodies and
narrow abdomens. Their eyes are smaller
and set apart. Damselfly forewings and
hind wings are similar in shape and are
held either pressed above the body or only
partially open at rest.
“Odonates” (dragonflies and damseldragonfly nymph
flies) begin life as water-breathing aquatic
juveniles called nymphs (naiads) and change into
winged air-breathing adults. Both nymphs and adults
are predators.
Dragonfly and damselfly nymphs have a mask of
impaling jaws, or hooks, on an extendable limb that
brings food to the mouth and holds it there. The mask
is shot out with lightening speed when prey approaches.

Dragonflies, like the
eastern pondhawk (above)
keep their wings outstretched, while damselflies
like the scarlet bluet (left)
keep their wings folded.
Both come in a variety of
amazing colors.
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Example:
Food
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For each statement below,
choose the word in the list that is
related to the main idea or action.
Use the bold words to help you.
Wetlands are important resting areas for
migrating birds. Pillow

House

Sponge

Filter

Nursery

Pillow

Eggbeater

1. Wetlands help to absorb excess water during heavy rains and
spring run-off. _________________
2. Wetlands have many plants that help to mix nutrients and
oxygen into the water. _________________

4. Wetlands provide shelter for many animals, so they can hide
from enemies or ambush prey. _________________
5. As wetlands absorb extra water, they can remove small harmful
materials from the water, helping to make it clean. ____________
6. Wetlands provide nourishment for animals, because of the many
plants and animals that live there. _________________
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answers : 1. SPONGE 2. EGGBEATER 3. nursery 4. HOUSE 5. FILTER 6. FOOD
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3. Many young fish, insects, birds, mammals and others are born or
hatch in and around wetlands. _________________
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